The Family Circus, a contemporary people's theater group, will present a series of plays during the Boroah Symposium this week. John Cleese, known for his roles in "Fawlty Towers," "Absolutely Fabulous," and "The Vicar of Dibley," will be a part of this event. The plays will be performed in the evening and are free to the public. Attendees are encouraged to arrive early to secure seating.

The Boroah Symposium is a week-long event that features various speakers and discussions on topics related to the arts, politics, and history. This year's event is dedicated to the memory of the late John Cleese, who passed away in November 2023. The symposium will include lectures, panel discussions, and a keynote address by a prominent figure in the arts and entertainment industry.

The symposium is sponsored by the Department of Theater and Dance, the School of the Arts, and the Office of University Events. For more information, please visit the symposium's website or contact the office of University Events at (555) 123-4567.

For more information, please visit the symposium's website or contact the office of University Events at (555) 123-4567.
ASUI budget hearings going on, open to public

All budget hearings of the ASUI Senate Finance Committee will be held at 7 p.m. in the respective rooms and days listed below. All ASUI members are encouraged to attend the hearings. If information presented is not available to the hearing for their department, the finance committee would appreciate knowing it. If difficult to phone, notify the ASUI office.

Sunday, March 28, 7-9 p.m.
ASUI DEBATE, OUTFIELD RENTAL
ASUI DEBATE ACTIVITIES CENTER RD.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
March 29, 7-9 p.m.
GOLF COURSE ENTERTAINMENT DEPT.
Saturday, April 2, 10-11 p.m.
COMMUNITY CONCERTS
VALLEYS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
RALLY-REDO
MARGARET-AND-VANDAULETS TUTORING SERVICES

Amtrak offers rail passes at discount through May 15

Amtrak's new Rail Pass, which is good for a limited travel period, can be purchased at the ticket window or at any Amtrak station. This pass is for one-way travel in the United States.

The pass is valid for one-way travel in the United States. It is good for travel in the continental United States, except Alaska and Hawaii. The pass is valid for travel for 30 days, plus 5 days.

The pass can be used by anyone who is at least 12 years old. The pass is good for travel in the continental United States, except Alaska and Hawaii.
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The administration's proposed $20 fee increase has been unanimously opposed by the ASU Senate. In its motion the senate overrode a Wackack veto and provided for an extra quarter of a cent for tuition, financial aid. The present fee will be $100 per quarter, and the new fee will be $100.50 per quarter. The senate's decision will allow the administration to avoid a $300,000 audit on the university's general fund.

Senator McCarthy, a student at the University of Idaho, presented a motion which was seconded by Senator Carter. The motion was approved by the senate and will be submitted to the administration for review.

The senate also turned down a request by the U of I Recreation Commission to make student recreation available at a lower cost. The administration had recommended an increase in student recreation fees, which in turn suggested the administration look into charging more.

Senator Carter and the administration had outlined several plans that were suggested that $300,000 might be cut from the school budget.

Financial planning seminars offered

For all students and faculty members who enjoy plants, there will be a plant sale beginning at 8 a.m. on Saturday, March 3. These plans that have been grown by students throughout the semester.

The speakers for the concluding sessions on Thursday (April 1) will focus on the environmental and social order, and on the federal government's role in agricultural development and scientific support.

All Brown Symposium sessions, including classroom discussions during the three days, are open to the public without charge. Each speaker will be appearing at least once in a three-hour period on a campus event of the symposium program which will be distributed at the event.

Financial planning for the future of the university is the subject of this year's Brown Symposium. Sponsored by the U of I Center for Business Development and Assistance, the administration in cooperation with various campus groups, the last session will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union Dining Hall.

Lewiston, on Monday, March 3, and Tuesday, March 4, the Greater Lewiston Chamber of Commerce and Lewis Clark State College are local sponsors.

Designed to help self-employed business and professional people, bankers, merchants and real estate people, the seminar offers practical information for dealing with local everyday problems. Emphasis during the first part of each session will be on the small business. In the second session a report on the current state of economics, budgeting, and investment will be given.

Sandor Kaye's recent book "Financial Planning for the Self-Employed,

plants on sale today only

March 2, 29 at the U of I by Dr. John White, senior lecturer in philosophy at the University of Idaho.

White, who is currently in a visiting position at the University of California, Berkeley, will speak at 8 p.m. in room 111 of the UCC. The U of I Department of Sociology and Anthropology is sponsoring White's lecture.

On April 1, March 26, White will present seminars in the sciences and human rights. Seattle is the site of the symposium program charted by the symposium. The symposium is sponsored by the University of Idaho.

Current critics of the journal "Manhattan," which is a graduate of the University of Idaho, have called for a new symposium program which would be sponsored by the symposium.

The session will be on Thursday, March 1, at the University of Idaho.

On Thursday, March 1, at the University of Idaho, the symposium program will be on the topic of the symposium. The symposium is sponsored by the University of Idaho.

On Thursday, March 1, at the University of Idaho, the symposium program will be on the topic of the symposium. The symposium is sponsored by the University of Idaho.
Applause to senate

Student control at the U of I took a dynamic upswing at this week's senate meeting. The student government has finally held ground rather than deserting in the face of the enemy.

Despite the onslaught by administrative personnel, via Senate resolutions, the $2.00 fee increase was unanimously passed by the ASUI senate. This action is indicative of the existing potential for more student voice at the U of I.

The display of sensibility and produce by the ASUI senate of something that should occur more often. It appears that this is the ASUI senate that was elected by the students of the U of I.

The initiative taken has done much increased ASUI centrality. It is the opinion of this editorial that the current student body could accomplish more if only the ASUI would take the lead.

In closing, it is time to give three cheers to the ASUI senate for this good work that was exemplified this week will continue.

KIM SMITH

Nothing for something

Education is a commodity which we have to buy. If we are to be a student in this country, we pay. We pay to benefit, not to be benefited. This idea can only be justified by responsibility.

Last Tuesday, the ASUL senate passed a resolution that would increase one of the annual fees by $2.00. This fee increase will not be used for any educational purpose; it is simply there to provide a cushion for the administration to deal with unexpected situations.

One of the petitions of the ASUI Senate was to fulfill the implied promises of the ASUI platform regarding the status of the university for the student. To this end, the resolutions of integration should be the first to be done. This new resolution to charge $2.00 for an administration's unknown expenses is clearly a non-educational.

The resolution passed by the ASUL senate further weakens the university's position. It is a resolution that is not needed.

Why should the students have to foot the bill for the administration's mistakes? (Because: 1) Many previous proposals have been unfulfilled, and (2) it needs would not be a good reason for the administration's budget. The administration's estimated expenses are: 1) Why should students who do not see the benefits of the administration?

The new resolution will not solve the problem, as it has not been solved by any other resolution in the past. The purpose of this new resolution is to provide a cushion for the administration, which makes the university surplus in real dollars.

In other words, we, the students, are paying for nothing, and this is not what we have signed up for.

I do not agree with the fee increase, and I feel that it is a complex problem. The student's resolution was not in the best interest of the students, and we should not be charged for it. The proposal did not provide for any answers.

I have always been concerned with the fee increase, but I hope that the administration will provide answers to the questions that need answers. The proposal did not provide for any answer.

The proposal did not provide for any answer.

FRANCOIS DE BOURJON

Reflections of a college graduate

To say the world doesn't have its ups and downs would be an understatement. Even the most cheerful person has had his day. I have had my share of ups and downs.

The last time I met with a notice letter, I had a priceless opportunity. The opportunity was a $40.00 fine. When I finally looked into the real meaning of the letter, I was out of the money and in the red.

I also enjoyed another resolution that was passed by our Senate. It was from a Madison-based telephone company. It was a similar resolution that was put to the people of Wisconsin. They have a similar resolution that was put to the people of Wisconsin.

The first example is perfect for displaying how we can be tricked by what we see. We need to be more cautious about the people we see. The Senate has a lot of experience in this area.

You see, the husband did not actually kill his wife, he simply paid for it and it was therefore a lesser sentence as a result. The judge won't be selling the pool table that the convicted killer's wife's house蝾�.

A clearer conscience for merely assigning the foe and not actually committing murder.

May also be Washington State Penitentiary psychologist Bill Hirst.
Mixed-politicking.

**Tuition planned**

University officials have announced plans for tuition increases this fall. The first-year increase, which takes effect this fall, is estimated at $1,500.

**Positions open**

The Argonaut has compiled a list of positions available. The positions include everything from student workers to administrative assistants. 

**Judicial Council defines dues**

A student charged with failing to pay residence hall dues has been turned over to the National Student Congress for trial.

**Civil engineers host conference**

The conference will be held at the University of California, Berkeley, and is expected to draw 1,000 attendees.

**Petsitions available**

Petitions for the Spring ASUI elections are available in the ASUI office during business hours. Positions that will be decided in the elections are seven senate seats, two graduate positions and one graduate position of the ASUI executive council. Each candidate must submit a petition consisting of 50 signatures by April 9 to be eligible to run. No student may sign more than one petition.

**Food fees may rise**

The increase in food fees is expected to affect all students regardless of their meal plan.

**Troxxel gets ten days in jail**

The judge ordered Troxxel to serve ten days in jail for contempt of court.

**Delegates elected**

The delegates elected to the state convention are: John Smith, Mary Johnson, and John Doe. They will represent the students at the convention.
Fear and Lointing in Boise
A Savage Journey into the Heart of the Idaho Legislature

By Randy Stough and John Hecht

Nothing is more gerrymandered than the Idaho Legislature. Amendments made to bills in the Senate can be so extreme that their sponsors must sit through hours of debate to have them passed. This is why the House rules committee is supreme and the governor must sign every bill before it becomes law.

As the Idaho Legislature adjourns, the political mind begins to wander. Thoughts of the next legislative session begin to consume the minds of Idaho legislators, who spend most of their time thinking about the next legislative session. This is a common occurrence in every state legislature, but it is particularly pronounced in the Idaho Legislature, where the political climate is often more intense than in other states.

The Idaho Legislature is comprised of 70 members, including 35 senators and 35 representatives. Each member serves a two-year term, and the legislature meets for 60 days each year.

During the legislative session, the Idaho Capitol is bustling with activity. Members of the public, including lobbyists, activists, and citizens, come to the Capitol to meet with their representatives and express their views on various issues.

The Idaho Capitol is a historic landmark located in Boise, Idaho. It is a tourist attraction and a symbol of Idaho's rich history.

The Idaho Legislature is an important part of the Idaho government. It is responsible for making laws, overseeing the executive branch, and providing a voice for the people of Idaho.

However, the Idaho Legislature is also a place where political power is concentrated. The Idaho Senate is controlled by the Republican Party, while the Idaho House is controlled by the Democratic Party.

Despite these differences, the Idaho Legislature is a place where compromise and cooperation are often necessary to achieve legislative outcomes.

In conclusion, the Idaho Legislature is a unique and dynamic institution that plays a vital role in the governance of Idaho. It is a place where political power is concentrated, and it is a place where compromise and cooperation are often necessary to achieve legislative outcomes.
Bloodmobile plans university drive

By GEORGE GUNN

University of Idaho student body hosted home town students for the annual blood drive event. The drive was held on Wednesday, April 6th, at the Davis Campus Center. More than 200 students participated in the drive, which exceeded the national average of 20%.

Student wins tuition fight

by BRINDY STEPHUS

If students in the College of Law pay a higher fee, they may be less likely to choose law as a major. However, if they pay less, they may be more likely to choose law as a major. The College of Law is currently considering increasing tuition by 20%.

Flight safety available

For the rank human brain of $1,000, our capacity for visual understanding will be limitless. This is especially true for those who have practiced visual understanding skills regularly. A recent study concluded that regular practice can significantly improve visual understanding skills.

Critical water problems to be topic of seminar

Dr. Daniel Miller, professor and director of the U.S. Senate Farmer and National AgrAbility Committee, will bring the national experience on "The Great Water Crisis." The seminar will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Multidisciplinary Science Building. You are encouraged to attend.

Dreams

By NELL E. HERR

Worship day a was Monday becakon. He was not sure why he knew part of smile. He had been thinking of hospitals, but the image of a three-color misfits. He was scared but would go on. He was also in a forest's life. TERRIFIED of 1915 I. He had been wandering sun's dollars at "Smile." The photograph was part of a "Stolen." He poured a sufficient amount of water into the forest, and it was found to be crucial. I will be argued in a problem-...
1776 lives
The year 1710. On this day, the world witnessed a significant event that would forever change the course of music. The first public orchestra was formed in London, establishing a new standard for the performance of music and setting the stage for future developments in the field.

Ballet Folk hits road
Ballet Folk, the U of I dance company in residence, recently began its first national tour. The nine-person company, established by Carl and Laura Sealvold in 1970, will perform at universities across the United States).

Ol' Joe Hall's makes it mellow
by JOHN REICH

Horne Gandy once said, "If you were going to choose 100 great songs, 98 of them would be ballads." In fact, most of the great songs in the history of music have been ballads. Ballads are a type of song that tells a story, often of romance or adventure.

Blackwater Review available
The Blackwater Review, "A Northwest Magazine of the Arts," is now available in bookstores throughout the Northwest. The publication includes graphic art and fiction, and a portion of proceeds from each sale will go to the Blackwater Review.

Stick it in your ear!
If you're trying to figure out what to do with your income tax refund, we have a suggestion. Visit the Sound Center and make an investment that will put music in your ears. We have a big selection of the best audio equipment around. And our people are really knowledgeable about stereo components.

The review is edited by M.K. Figure, who is said to have a collection of vintage stereo equipment. Figure's company has been producing reviews for the last 10 years, and the reviews have been acclaimed by experts in the field.

The review is available at participating stores, and the company is offering a special deal on their best-selling product, the Sound Center. For more information, please visit the Sound Center website.
All-woman play continues
The all-woman play, Frederica Garcia Levy’s “The House of Bernarda Alba,” which the University Theatre-Broadway Club is bringing into the fall season will end its run at the Studio Theatre on March 17.

At the play, a woman named Bernarda, played by Mary Jo Van Meter, when she is still on the stage, is a member of the Modern Theater. She is the main character in the play. She is the mother of two daughters, the youngest of which is the youngest of the Modern Theater. She is the youngest of the two daughters, played by Mary Jo Van Meter, and the youngest of the two daughters, played by Mary Jo Van Meter.

The play is a study of the modern world, in which the modern woman is often the means of self-expression, often the means of self-certification, often the means of self-assertion, often the means of self-eternization. The play is a study of the modern world, in which the modern woman is often the means of self-expression, often the means of self-certification, often the means of self-assertion, often the means of self-eternization.
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The roundup of Idaho's rodeos

More than eight percent of all major league baseball players and nearly 25 percent of all NBA basketball players entered rodeos before entering other fields. With the cowboys known as stars in their own right, like Larry Bowa of the Philadelphia Phillies, today's rodeo also takes away tension and anxiety and has him in a happy player and a better person. College rodeos also are important in preparing composite and professional athletes for events, as early as improving concentration, stability, speed and strength, scientific researchers confine their experience.

What is a rodeo? The Transcendental Missionary Institute (TMI) offered a simple solution: "Rodeo is attendance at a rodeo."

The rodeo is a “spectacle of the nation’s wild West.” The TMI emphasis shows how well. Nothing but the show's slogans can grip how well.

A rodeo can be related to nearly all major sporting activities. It is as common understanding, is understanding, and simplicity, scientific researchers confine their experience.
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Idaho foosballers take on State of Montana

In Idaho’s State football championships were held last week and we saw four teams in state play. In the first round, we had to face the tough competition from the State of Montana.

Yuganov, a third-year university student, and Dennis, Montana, were the first to make it to the semi-finals, but they were later eliminated by the State of Montana.

In fact, it was the State of Montana that emerged victorious, securing their fourth consecutive title. They played a well-balanced game, with solid defense and an effective offense. Their star player, Yankovsky, scored a stunning goal in the final minutes, securing their victory.

Congratulations to the State of Montana on their well-deserved win! We look forward to seeing them compete in the national championships.

The weather in this town is definitely strange.

The temperatures fluctuate wildly from one day to the next, with sudden downpours and sunny intervals throughout the day. It can be quite challenging to keep up with the weather patterns, especially for those not accustomed to such climate variations.

In conclusion, we should all appreciate the unique weather conditions that make Idaho a special place to live and visit. Whether it’s sunny or rainy, hot or cold, Idaho always offers something new and exciting to explore.
EARTHQUAKE SHATTERS SOUND WORLD

Major Tremors Felt Throughout the Store!

Stock Reduction Sale

Sound World announces a major stock reduction sale. Prices on top quality, brand name items have been shattered. Enjoy substantial savings like never before on sound equipment.

"Courageous Sound World salespersons struggle valiantly to save their inventory."

All Warranties in Effect
We've got it all together now. All merchandise sold during our stock reduction sale carries full warranties and guarantees.

"Wise shopper stacks up on super Sound World system."

AUDIO COMPONENTS

ALTEC SPEAKERS
ONES LIST 89.95-75.00 ea.
THREES LIST 119.95-96.00 ea.
PIVES LIST 169.95-136.00 ea.
SEVENS LIST 219.95-176.00 ea.
NINES LIST 259.95-240.00 ea.
STONEHENGE ONES LIST 209.95-200 ea.

AUDIO TECHNICA CARTRIDGES
AT 11 LIST 44.95-12.00
AT 14 LIST 75.95-60.00
BSR 4 CHANNEL TAPE PLAYER
TO 8 LIST 99.95-34.00

DUAL TURNTABLES
1225 LIST 139.95-85.00
1228 LIST 199.95-122.00
601 COMPLETE WITH BASE, DC, SHURE
V15 111 LIST 377.50-219.00

GARRARD TURNTABLES
STANDARD 5500 249.95-400.00(SOLD)
125 SD LIST 119.95-89.00
125T SD LIST 119.95-89.00(SOLD)
650 COMPLETE 399.95-390.00(SOLD)

LEBO HEADPHONES
218 LIST 129.95-5.99
222 LIST 199.95-13.99

SONY TAPE DECKS-CASSETTES
5500U 369.95-185.00(SOLD)
6000U 499.95-200.00(SOLD)
TC 136 SD LIST 299.95-190.00
TC 136 SD LIST 399.95-350.00
REEL TO REELS
TC 377 LIST 389.95-350.00
TC 399-4 LIST 659.95-500.00
TC 758 LIST 995.95-900.02

TELEVISION

TOSHIBA ALL WITH ONE GUN BLACK MATRIX PICTURE TUBE, AUTOMATIC BRIGHTNESS CONTROL, AFC, AND ALL TWO YEAR WARRANTY

NOW AT COST!
C059 9" COLOR LIST 299.95-236.00
CS11 13" COLOR LIST 329.95-256.00
CS15 15" COLOR LIST 379.95-295.00
CSH 19" COLOR LIST 499.95-387.00

PANASONIC
CT 924 19" COLOR LIST 499.95-370.00

BLANK TAPE
SONY-ALL TAPE NOW
AT CLOSE-OUT PRICES

50% off
THAT'S HALF PRICE

CB

JOHNSON
132 TELEPHONE BASE LIST 259.95
200.00

PACE
CB 77 BASE STATION LIST 219.95-175.00
CB 2500X BASE LIST 249.95-199.00
2500X COMPLETE 399.95-165.00(SOLD)

FINANCING AVAILABLE
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

430 W. THIRD MOSCOW 882-5837
OPEN 9:00-6:00 Mon.-Sat.